
EXERCISE PENFOLD- kick off at approx. 1400hrs 

• Load incident on Training server prior to start of exercise. 
• Begin Incident Description with EXERCISE followed by Inc Type A1 HR 

ADDRESS: Flat 41 ih floor (additional field) LEXHAM HOUSE, SAINT MARGARETS, BARKING-

• Initial attendance will be: F431 F432 F441 (WM) 
• After approx. 1 min send message stating MULTIPLE CALLS and mobilise CU3 and 

SM (Keeley Foster) OF54 On Pager state Multiple Calls and EXERCISE PENFOLD 
ordered as SM. Check for SMs callsign 

Live RT channel FLONOPS1 0- Will be easier to show all resources status 6 so that the ordering goes 
to the RT Operator. 

• Once first FSG comes in, mobilise CU1IF411 (WM)ISM RICKARD E35 
• Running order of resources will be: 

F411 (WM) (AS FSG UNLESS 4PF RECEIVED FIRST) 
F412 (AS 4PF UNLESS 4PF SENT BEFORE FSG) 
F451 
F421 
F422 
A271 

Running order of Officers: 

SM FOSTER OF54 -Goes on multiple calls I Tell GM LINDRIDGE E113. 
SM RICKARD E35- Goes on as FSG SM (Along with CU1 & F411 (Unless F411 goes 
as 4PF if make up comes in first) 
SM HARDING F31 -Goes on 6PF- GM LINDRIDGE E113 MOBILISED I INFORM DAC 
PEREZ G6 
SM TOVEY F46- Goes on SPF- DAC PEREZ MOB G6 -INF AC MILLS F4 
SM NEWMAN F26 I SM LAMB F21- Goes on 1 OPF I MOB 2N° GM FENTON F1 08 
SM MCCLENAGHAN F41- Goes on 12PF 

X 2 FRUS when EDBA requested = F446l A276 

Mobilise PAs as and when incident made up- confirm if too soon (allow time for 
travelling as if real). 

• Contact LB Barking on number allocated to address and request LALO (Local Authority Liaison 
Officer) prefix with EXERCISE PENFOLD- this will be a request from scene. 

• Vic in attendance -1•••••• 
Staff required (based on callers on scene of incident) 
3 call takers and 1 RT operator. 
1 facilitator for mobilising and Officers to respond to. 
2 SUPs to assist with FSG 
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(4/5 Control staff and 3 OST staff should cover the numbers) 

Brief staff i.e. state EXERCISE before all RT messages/pager messages 
Explain the FSG calls. 

Info given so far: 

1st FSG will be two floors above the first call on the 9th floor. Fire will be in the bedroom of that flat, 
caller at the end of the corridor in their lounge. 
2nd FSG will be on the 9th floor also. This flat has a security gate but the caller will not offer this as 
information to the Brigade. If they do offer this information, it is NOT to be passed to the incident. The 
crews will discover it and have to go away to get their cutting gear. Caller is in the lounge at the end of 
the corridor in theirflat but the whole flat is smoke logged. 

3'd FSG calls will be in a flat on the 10th floor and will be above the fire but with much smoke logging. 

4th FSG will be provided by injects, no call will be received. This will be a family offourtrapped in a flat 
on the 3'd floor with fire in that flat also. This inject will be dynamically managed and may involve losing 
contact with the pretend caller. The 4th FSG will be a fatal. . 

Heli-tele will be available- police helicopter will circle building and provide information to LFB crews, 
so trapped callers should appear at windows or wave items out of the windows. 

Windows of block can be opened. 

Actors 

Facilitators at Merton 

Chris
Nikki-

Facilitator at Barking Scene of incident 

Vic 

Exercise Director 

Paul Trew 
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